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This comprehensive text uses a real world focus to  cover all of criminal procedure, from first contact

to appeal.  Â       Criminal Procedure: From First Contact to Appeal, 5e is a comprehensive

introduction to criminal procedure, from first contact with the police, all the way through to appeal.

The text is divided into five parts: (1) Introduction; (2) Search and Seizure; (3) Interrogations,

Confessions, and Identification Procedures; (4) The Beginnings of Formal Proceedings; and (5)

Trial, Conviction, and Beyond. The latter two topics are rarely covered in conventional criminal

procedure books, particularly at the level of detail found in this text. This book presupposes no legal

expertise, connects criminal procedure cases to the real world through innovative pedagogy, and

encourages students through numerous decision making exercises to be critical thinkers by putting

them in the position of judge.  Â         Teaching and Learning Experience    Â      This book presents

a comprehensive introduction to criminal procedure, thoroughly presenting basic legal concepts and

issues in a conversational written style and tone. It provides:    Real World Focus: The text contains

actual legal documents and excerpts from official policy manuals of police departments and other

criminal justice agencies around the United States   Clear, up-to-date coverage: Sequentially

organized text is laden with the latest court cases and practical examples and illustrations  

Outstanding Pedagogical Features: Provides students with tools to master key concepts and

content
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I rented this textbook for my Pre-Law Class. It is okay. It is a lot of reading!! The text does provide



diagrams and pixctures and does a good job of explaining the major landmark Supreme Court

cases! Which is essential that every American should know about their RIGHTS!I highly recommend

this! Our RIGHTS should not be violated by the local, state and or federal government! Know your

rights!

It's in pretty terrible shape. The description said it was in good to excellent, but it's missing pages

and almost all of the text in the book is highlighted making it impossible for me highlight anything

important. If I knew it was going to be in such shabby shape, I would've bitten the bullet and got a

new one.

Excellent. I needed this book for class (taught by the author of this textbook, actually) and it was

basically impossible to find under $150. Found this listing and immediately bought it. The book

arrived on time and in amazing condition. Couldn't be any happier given the situation.

Good written book; however, it includes many quotes and less original thoughts by the author. I do

recommend to read. You will learn a lot

Just what I needed. Came in a timely manner. Thank you

Very good book and the book was in good condition!

Great book!! that is perfect for my class!
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